World Communion
Sunday: Sharing Our
Tradition Safely
The Hospitality and Nurture
Committee has been collecting
soup recipes and will be sharing
them with the congregation on
Thursday, Oct. 1. We encourage
you to make a pot of soup on
Sunday, Oct. 4, in a nod to our
patio bread-and-soup tradition
for World Communion Sunday.
We have collected bread recipes,
too. Make extra soup and/or
bread and share with a friend or
neighbor in the spirit of World
Communion. (We suggest you
ask in advance if a food gift
would be welcome!)
Questions? Contact Pamela
Cutkosky at pamelareasner
@yahoo.com

Remember: World Communion
Sunday is a special offering
Sunday of the United Methodist
Church. This special offering
supports scholarships for
seminarians. To donate or to
learn more, see
umc.org/en/how-we-serve/
umcgiving ❖
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Recognizing Compassion Fatigue During a Pandemic
by Wilma Friesema, EPIC `Ohana

These are stressful days. For those of us working in the field of child welfare, even under the best of
circumstances compassion fatigue – that emotional and psychological exhaustion that comes from
repeated contact with trauma’s aftermath – can sneak in. Especially now, with the world feeling less safe
because of the pandemic, the likelihood of compassion fatigue taking hold is even greater.
I often think of compassion fatigue like this: we, who strive to make a difference in the lives of children
and families, draw upon a well within each of us that’s filled with care, compassion, creativity, and
personal values. It’s a well that is deeply connected to the very roots of who we are – it’s the well of our
being. When we expend energy to care for others, we draw down on that well. The more we focus our
energy and attention on others’ needs, the more our well gets drained.
But it’s not all one way. Our wells do get refilled with the satisfaction of giving to others, the joy of
making genuine connections, and the optimism we feel when our efforts make a difference. Receiving
appreciation from those we help, or recognition for the work we do, can also give us a boost. Contributing
to someone’s healing is both gratifying and purposeful. It’s a reaffirmation of why we do what we do: we
can help children and families lead happier, more fulfilling lives.
However, because sometimes those moments don’t happen frequently enough; or we encounter
resistance, hurdles, and setbacks; or we feel disheartened because there’s always another case; our inner
well can get depleted. When that happens, our well-being suffers. We can feel depressed, irritable, or
continued on page 4
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Giving and Growing in 2021
by Janet Nicholls and Rev. Dr. Debra Murray

Your Stewardship Campaign Committee, consisting of Pastor Debra
Murray, Pastor Ann Duncan, Janet Nicholls, Sumith Kalas, Joe
Marshall, and Christina Bellardo, announces that the Stewardship
Campaign to fund our 2021 Operating Budget will take place between
Oct. 4 and Nov. 8, with followup thereafter. Our theme is: “All In!
Giving Generously to Grow Generationally,” and our scripture is 2
Corinthians 8:1-7.
I hope you received our first campaign check-in letter. Please be on the
lookout for another letter and several fun videos displaying the
amazing ways in which our congregation has given generously to
support our ministry needs to our congregants, the community, and
around the world. You will also see the fun ways our children are
getting involved in our campaign as we challenge you to join them.
Yet, we are facing multiple pandemics that have created
unprecedented worldwide unemployment and physical, mental, and
financial catastrophes. Please know that all of you are in our prayers.
In fact, we invite everyone to join our campaign group in daily prayer
for the emotional, physical, and financial well-being of the world. We
want to do more to meet these needs.
Our campaign focus is on us being “All In.” If you have not supported
the church financially before, we ask that you would begin. If you are
not presently giving your tithes and are able, we ask that you begin. We
are grateful for what you have been giving. If you are giving your tithes
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(10% of your income), we say
thank you and ask that you
continue. And if you are able to
give more in addition to your
present level of giving, we are
asking that you give as
generously as possible. We are
sincerely grateful for your
continued giving throughout
these pandemics.
If we all take these actions, we
will be “All-In!” Financial
stewardship is just one of the
many dimensions we are blessed
to exhibit as disciples. ❖
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Fatigue from page 2
ineffective. We may have
difficulty focusing, sleeping
soundly, eat or drink excessively,
or feel burdened by other
people’s problems. We start to
disengage. We keep trying to care
for others, but we’re not all there.
Our well is nearly tapped out.
Which is why it’s so important to
attend to our own well-being.
Though, during this pandemic,
some of the ways we normally
rejuvenate ourselves aren’t
accessible, finding ways to
replenish our wells, our wellbeing, is crucial. Whether that be
through a simple practice of daily
gratitude, meditation, prayer,
walks, journal writing, virtual
meetings with others, exercise,
music – whatever fills you up –
it’s essential to take the time to
care for yourself.
Because working in trauma’s
wake is so affecting, there are two
key elements of trauma that I
think are also crucial to
understand as we deal with the
stress of this pandemic. While
trauma is a very complex issue,
these two elements are
something we’re all collectively
experiencing too.
The first element is the
experience of powerlessness.
While the abuse is occurring, the
victim is confronted with their
own powerlessness. The victim
couldn’t prevent the abuse from
happening, and they can’t make
it stop. What they can do is
endure and survive. That
experience of powerlessness is
often deeply rattling.
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The second element is broken trust. An abusing parent fails to put the
protection and care of their child first. Or, a person makes their victim
suffer to meet their own self-serving ends. Again, the impact is a deep
rattling of a survivor’s sense of safety and security; relationships can’t
be trusted to be the way they’re supposed to be.
In our work, whether as social worker, administrator, service provider,
or resource caregiver, we are always trying to create reparative
experiences for survivors. Whether that’s trying to empower youth or
family members to have a voice, or create policies and services that
give needed support, or provide a safe home for an abused or neglected
child, we are doing our best to empower the disempowered so they can
have fuller lives. Likewise, we’re always striving to build trust by
meeting distrust with integrity, anger with patience, fear with
reassurance, and avoidance with engagement. We draw on our inner
wells a lot during the course of our days.
Unfortunately, the pandemic is replicating these two trauma
experiences in all of us and that, in turn, is taking an emotional toll.
While less direct and personal than relational trauma, we are all
experiencing varying degrees of powerlessness related to the COVID19 virus. While there are measures we can take to protect ourselves
and others, we also have to endure and survive however long this
pandemic lasts. Our world has shrunk because of the virus, and daily
activities that we could once do without a second thought, such as
going out for dinner or social gatherings, now carry a risk. Our trust
has been subtly rattled, and wearing face masks is a constant reminder
of how our sense of safety has changed.
As we continue to work to empower others and build trust, it’s
important to recognize how our own sense of safety and security have
also been affected. We are all human, and the stress of uncertainty is
draining and impactful. Acknowledging and coming to terms with our
own vulnerability can actually strengthen and empower us. It can help
us be kinder and gentler with ourselves and others as we find our way
through these challenging days. It can help us accept those periods of
exhaustion, and help us look more intently for those silver linings. It
can heighten our sense of gratitude and allow us to relish the successes
that do happen. It can also give us permission to not always be the care
giver but also to be a care receiver, and make reaching out for support
and connection with others an acceptable priority. After all, sustaining
that well of caring and compassion within us, our own well-being, is so
crucial. It really is at the heart of all that we do. ❖
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Be Inspired and
Informed with
One Call Now
One Call Now allows First UMC
Palo Alto to send messages by
phone or text to congregants and
friends who “opt in” to our free
messaging system.
You can opt in to receive only one
or both of the following
messages:
A. Inspirational Messages: once
or five times a week. Each
message is two minutes or less in
length.
The Walk to End Alzheimer’s is everywhere this year. The Walk team
from First UMC Palo Alto, led by Robert Lasater (shown at the San Jose
walk last year), encourages you to make a donation and take a walk on
your own Oct. 17. Donations support the Alzheimer’s Association, which
funds research, caregiver support, and more. To donate or to learn
more, visit the FUMCPA team page: tinyurl.com/FUMCPA-Alz-Walk
Photo by Linda Grossman

B. Important Messages: First
UMC Palo Alto emergency
notifications, such as COVID-19
tracking, emergency response,
church re-opening messages.
To receive ether Inspirational
Messages, Important Messages,
or both, complete the opt-in form
on our website, firstpaloalto/onecall-now/.
If you do not want to receive any
messages, don’t worry. Only
those who opt in will stay
informed and inspired through
this method.

Meet in Byron St. parking lot. Social distancing will
be observed. Wear a mask if you are older than 5.
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United Methodist Women Connections
by Nancy Olson, nso2431@icloud.com

The new UMW Program Book for September 2020 to July 2021 has
arrived: Knitted Together for God’s Good Work. The theme is derived
from Paul’s letter to the Ephesians where people of God are growing
together in Christ, knit together by ligaments, each part working
properly and promoting the growth of the whole body of Christ. Each
person is a beloved child of God and we are being knit together as the
whole body of Christ.
While hope and pray to be able to meet in person in the not too distant
future, here are some UMW opportunities in the meantime:
Our El Camino Real District Annual Celebration will be a
Zoom meeting at 10 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 24. Guest speaker Dr. Mary
Cheng will speak on “Renew our Community Through Courageous
Love.” Register at elcaminorealumw.org
The 2020 election will be here soon. As people of faith, we believe
the 2020 election is a referendum on the values that will shape our
future. How can we renew our fragile democracy? How do we honor
the dignity of every person? Will we protect God’s creation for future
generations? What policies will prioritize the common good and
remind us of our interdependence? Those questions require a societal
examination of conscience. Faith in Public Life has compiled a guide
which is supported by UMW, Interfaith Power and Light, and many
other faith organizations. You can download this document and use it
in evaluating your vote in 2020: interfaithpowerandlight.
salsalabs.org/voterguidedownload/ (I have a few in hardcopy if you
prefer. Just let me know.) And be sure to vote!
Listening to podcasts seems to be the entertainment/education
choice for many. UMW produces monthly conversations that explore
themes and resources that empower us to put faith, hope and love into
action. You will find a list of 18 previously-aired podcasts at
unitedmethodistwomen.org/faithtalks. Each is between 40 and 75
minutes long and the podcasts cover a range of topics, such as Grief,
Caring for the Body, and Dismantling Racism.
Handmade face masks are available from Campbell UMW for
a goodwill donation of $5-$10 per mask. All donations will be given to
UMW mission programs. The washable masks have two fabric layers
as well as a non-woven interfacing. They are believed to keep out 87%
of outside pollutants and bugs from passing through. Order at
umwmasks@campbellunited.org Please specify if your mask will be for
male, female or child 2-4 or child 5-12; how many of each you would
like, and color/pattern preference. You will be notified when your
continued on page 7
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hope, and love into action on
behalf of women, children, and
youth around the world. For an
organization like UMW, a
website is a combination of a
reflection on their character and
access to resources. Focusing
more on action, the website
offers resources in five themes:
Educate to Transform, Grow
Spiritually, Equip for Leadership,
Serve and Advocate, and
Organize for Growth. The home
page includes graphical links to
these five themes, plus a listing of
latest news and upcoming events,
and the most recent ‘tweets’ from
United Methodist Women. Take
a look and see the wealth of
resources available:
elcaminorealumw.org
Book Review: The District is
recommending a book from the
Reading Program Social Action
category: So You Want to
Talk About Race by Ijeoma
Oluo. (You don’t have to be in
the reading program to read this
book.) The book explores the
complex reality of today’s racial
landscape – from white privilege
and police brutality to systemic
discrimination and the Black
Lives Matter movement –
offering straightforward clarity
that readers need to contribute to
the dismantling of the racial
divide.

UMW Connections from page 6
order is ready to pick up. If you cannot pick up, masks will be left on
your front porch and you can leave your payment in the mailbox. Make
checks payable to Campbell UMW with “face mask” in memo line.
Our El Camino Real District UMW website was updated to
emphasize the Vision of United Methodist Women: Turning faith,
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The book is found in print and
ebook formats at most public
libraries. UMW has also created a
free online class to accompany it.
Find it and other resources for
racial justice advocacy and
education at unitedmethodist
women.org/racialjustice ❖
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Preparation of FIRST
Workspace Continues
by Nancy Glaser

We have an opportunity for increasing operating
revenue using our church facility. Currently, the main
activities we have in our building are dance groups,
concerts, weddings, and memorials. Over the years,
these activities have contributed a sizeable portion of
our church operating budget and we see FIRST
Workspace as an opportunity to grow this source of
income in the future.
In 2019 the operating income from the dance groups,
concerts, weddings, and memorials was more than
$100,000. Now, five rooms (Stuart Youth Center,
McGiffen Room, and the three small rooms in
between) will be converted to leased offices for
nonprofit organizations.

Janet Nicholls and Jerry Johnson plan the
floor tiles for FIRST Workspace on the lower
level. Most of the clean-up, planning, and
actual work preparing FIRST Workspace is
being done by church members. Photo by
Nancy Glaser.

A small financial group has been formed to address
this opportunity and implement best practices so we
can maximize this financial opportunity while
upholding our church mission. In addition, recognizing the
need to keep costs, management, and oversight minimal, we
will be instituting planning and reporting that will be
reviewed by this group on a regular basis.
The areas we will focus on are:
• Marketing of facility
• Competitive fees: research, pricing recommendations
• Staffing and oversight
• Financial planning and reporting
Most of our activities take active marketing. We will be
instituting more use of social media and improvement of our
own church website. Keep watching as we improve and
increase our visibility!
If you would like to join us as a volunteer to help our church
increase its operating income while working with a
committed team, let me know. We can put you to work on
competitive research immediately!
Nancy Glaser can be reached at glasernancy@gmail.com ❖
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Rally
Day
2020

Families joined Teachers Pam and Alicia, along with Pastor Ann, in Johnson Park in Palo on Sept. 27 for a belated
Rally Day celebration. The event to kick off the Sunday School year was postponed due to smoke earlier in the
month. Photos by Rev. Ann Duncan.

“Celebrate Wonder” is the fall curriculum for children’s Sunday School (ages 3–10) at First UMC Palo
Alto. Celebrate Wonder engages children’s natural sense of curiosity to help them understand God’s
love. It creates a safe environment for kids to ask big questions — helping them explore the Bible in
ways that feed their imagination and encourage creativity. Through carefully-selected Bible stories,
songs, videos, and hands-on activities, Celebrate Wonder gives children the tools to explore their faith
while incorporating it into their daily lives.
Sunday school classes are held Sunday mornings at 10:00 and Wednesday afternoons at 4:00. Sunday
mornings are ideally suited for older children and Wednesday afternoons are ideally suited for younger
children, although any age is welcome at either time. For more information or to register, contact Rev.
Ann Duncan (ann@firstpaloalto.com).
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October Is Pastor Appreciation Month
During a church anniversary celebration, a pastor overheard a group
discussing various congregational leaders over the years. Her ears
perked up when an older member said, “Whenever someone asks
which of our pastors I liked best, my answer is always, ‘The one we
have at any given time is my favorite.’”
What a relief for a pastor to hear — and what a great lesson for Pastor
Appreciation Month. God sends each shepherd to us with a specific set
of spiritual gifts and then works through those gifts to bless us. Our
pastors preach, teach, counsel, lead, plan, and so much more. Every
pastor relies heavily on God’s guidance, strength, and peace as they
live into their call.
One way we can support our pastors and show them our appreciation
is to regularly pray for them. Here are some areas of pastors’ lives and
ministries where you might pray.
Spiritual and physical health Pray for our pastors’ growth as
disciples of Jesus Christ and pray for them to take time to care for
themselves rest, exercise, and eat well.
Time management Pray for our pastors to use time wisely,
including blocking out occasions not only for work, but also for
Sabbath rest, prayer, and family.
Families Remember that our ministers may also be a spouse, a
parent, and a child to parents who have needs. Remember to pray for
our pastors’ families.
Preaching and Teaching Pray for our pastors as they prepare
worship services, sacraments, sermons, and lessons. May they have the
words to communicate what God has placed on their hearts.
Strength The work of a pastor requires reserves of spiritual and
emotional strength. Ask God to bolster their hearts and minds,
especially on days when they feel weak, inadequate, or unqualified.
Leadership Pastors shepherd their congregations, lead individuals to
Christ, and guide the church as a witness to the work of God in our
communities. Pray for our pastors as they lead our congregation.
Communication We’ve all sent a note, email, or text that was
misunderstood by the recipient. Ministers reach out to so many
people, miscommunication is nearly impossible to avoid. Ask God to
make our pastors’ communication clear and for grace when they are
misunderstood.
Vision United Methodist pastors help set the vision for their
congregations. Pray that our pastors may clearly see where God is
leading our church and for opportunities for ministries to grow in
those areas.
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You can be an answer to prayer
when you send a message of
encouragement to a pastor.
Compiled from The Newsletter
Newsletter, Oct. 2020 and an article
by Joe Iovino, United Methodist
Communications, Oct. 2018. ❖

CDC Tips: Self Care
During Coronavirus
Start the Day Well Before
getting out of bed, recite three
things you can see, three things
you can hear, and three things
you can feel; recite three things
for which you are grateful.
Plan Time to Refuel Your
Soul Listen to a podcast or do
some reading. Exercise. Talk to
family and friends daily. Do
some other activities you enjoy.
Limit news – stay informed but
not overloaded.
When Stressed Try
Mindfulness/Meditation
One method is Box Breathing:
Breathe deeply while counting
to four. Hold the breath while
counting to four. Breathe out
while counting to four. Hold
empty breath while counting to
four. Repeat four times.
Get Quality Sleep Go to bed
at the same time. Develop a
bedtime ritual: try darkening
the room; play calm music;
read scripture/poems; try body
scanning or meditation; try a
warm bath. Eliminate caffeine
and food before bed. Eliminate
screens in your bedroom.

See these tips on YouTube:
youtu.be/xzNMABRELPg
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Welcome Beverley Boxill, a candidate
for membership in First UMC Palo
Alto, who will be joining our family
this month. We will receive Beverley
into membership during a Coffee and
Chat Zoom gathering after worship.
Watch for the date and details.
Beverley is a chaplain at county
correctional facilities in the area
where she is following the call to
journey with people who are
incarcerated. She is pursuing a Master
of Divinity degree as a seminary
student at Pacific School of Religion.
She also is a certified candidate for
ministry in the United Methodist
Church.

10/01
10/02
10/04
10/05
10/05
10/06
10/06
10/06
10/07
10/07
10/09
10/09
10/10
10/13
10/14
10/14
10/16
10/17
10/20

Chuck Hebel
Carol Chatfield
Kaitlin Medeiros
Olivia Gee
Emilie R. Sweet
Keith Ferguson
Bing Wei
Sean Kurian
Brian Cole
John Jordan
Mary Lu Wood
Eliana Herbert-Paz
Ada Shelly
Kristy Larson
Kim Venaas
Ashley Owen
Christopher Martin
Trish Riley
George MerrittCalvin III

10/22
10/23
10/24
10/24
10/24
10/24
10/25
10/25
10/26
10/28
10/28
10/29
10/31

John Baglin
Nancy Larson
Dan Conway
Dail Koehler
Margaret BranyonGoodman
Alyssa Gee
Tim Crockett
Kay Jacob
Lynn Gibbons
Julianne Stafford
Ilona Sparks
Patrick Riley
Eric Spangenberg

10/21/1995 Dave Wong &
Angela Chen
10/13/2018 Joe Witte &
Caety Chong

The Finance Committee thanks you for your generous and gracious
support and requests that you continue to keep your pledges
current. Please direct inquiries to Lou Bellardo: lou@bellardo.com
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WEEKLY SCHEDULE
➜ All activities are via Zoom except Sunday
worship which is available on Facebook and
YouTube.
➜ The church office is operating remotely and
can be contacted by phone or email.

Sundays
9:30 a.m.

Bible Study

10:45 a.m.

Worship, on Facebook and YouTube
Find links at firstpaloalto.com.
Virtual Coffee & Chat, after worship
10:00 a.m. Sunday School, also on Wednesdays
12:30 p.m. Community Affairs small group

Mondays
7:00 p.m.
4

World Communion Sunday
Faith and Politics: “Carceral Settings: A
Constant Knee on the Neck,” Beverley Boxill,
Zoom gathering, 7:00 p.m.

6

SPRC, Zoom meeting, 7:00 p.m.

11

Faith and Politics: “Can Christians Tolerate the
Results of Income Inequality?” Felice Swapp,
Zoom gathering, 7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Tuesdays
Noon
2 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Trustees, Zoom meeting, 7:30 p.m.

17

Alzheimer’s Walk Is Everywhere

Thursdays

18

Faith and Politics: “Gender and Sex-Based
Discrimination: A Christian Perspective,”
Colleen Crangle, Zoom gathering, 7:00 p.m.

Noon
7:00 p.m.

20

Finance, Zoom meeting, 7:30 p.m.

24

Pumpkin Painting Party, 2:00 p.m.

25

Faith and Politics:“Christian Principles and
Social Justice,” Nancy Glaser, Zoom
gathering, 7:00 p.m.

27

Church Council, Zoom meeting, 7:30 p.m.

The Faith and Politics discussion series continues Nov.
1: “White Christianity and White Supremacy,” Rev. Dr.
Debra Murray and Rev. Ann Duncan, Zoom gathering,
7:00 p.m.
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Community Chats & Check In
Bible Study, Channing House

Wednesdays
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Insights deadline for November issue

Social Justice team hosts movie
discussions. See the church e-news
for movie details.
Bible Study small group

Sunday School
Upstream Bible Study and
Contemporary Worship Service
Community Chats & Check In
Chancel Choir

Our electronic giving page is always open! Give at
firstpaloalto.com/give or text Give to 1-650-3766784 for a link with instructions. Your generosity
makes our mission possible. Thank you!
Information for the next edition of the
Insights newsletter is due Sept. 20.
Photos of church events are accepted at any time.
Include photographer’s name, date of photo, and
brief description of the event. Everything is
subject to editing. Please send submissions to
Insights editor Michele W. Conway:
insightsfirstpa@gmail.com Thank you!
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